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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

I am a senior leader with significant experiences leading teams to high degrees of success in both daily 
operations and through significant organizational changes, across a variety of contexts that range from small 
businesses to massive corporations, both B2B and B2C, both for profit and not for profit entities, as well as 
spanning local and global contexts. 

I have the proven ability to drive planning and execution of business strategy, key business developments, 
operations, marketing, sales, and customer service. I excel at assessing dynamic situations, seeing the way 
things are, and discerning what to do about it. I love to coordinate cross-functional teams and resources in the 
face of challenges to determine the best solution thereby driving efficiencies, growth, and profitability. 

I have done this while also investing heavily in the employees to ensure a culture of accountability, teamwork, 
innovation, common vision, and open communication to ensure that individuals and teams flourish as they bring 
about success for the organization. 

AREAS OF EXPERTISE 
• Organizational development 

• Strategic planning  

• Process analysis and improvement 

• Change management 

• Product development 

• Brand & product marketing 

• eCommerce development 

• Program management 

• Key account management 

• Human resource acquisition & development  

• Financial plan development    

• P&L responsibility 

PROFESSIONAL PROFILE 

• Proactive, and optimistic self-starter with track record of initiative, personal responsibility, ownership of 
work and a reputation for overcoming obstacles, in turn leading organizations to high levels of success. 

• Big picture thinker with the demonstrated ability to break objectives down into executable strategies 
associated with clear accountabilities within the scope of available resources. 

• Approachable leader who effectively challenges, encourages, and equips individuals for personal and 
organizational impact.  

• Strong leader who builds effective collaboration among cross-functional teams to achieve significant 
organizational objectives. 

• Innovative and effective change agent with a proven track record in developing and implementing processes 
and systems to improve efficiencies; empowering organizations for greater success and impact. 

• Analytical thinker who excels in evaluating and assimilating both quantitative and qualitative data, leading to 
the development of powerful and effective strategic plans.

• Engaging and effective presenter, teacher, and mentor.  

• Superlative written, verbal, and interpersonal communication skills.  

• Adept at building strong and effective working relationships across cultural divides including experiences that 
span Europe, Latin America, Middle East, and Asia.  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PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE 

C.O.O., Bend Soap Company, Bend, Oregon, February 2017 to June 2019. 

•  Oversaw all aspects of the business on behalf of the owners. Developed systems and processes to ensure 
quality and consistency for manufacturing, order fulfillment, and customer service. Recruited and trained new 
staff members taking the team from under 10 to over 20 in two years. Led all of the marketing efforts.  

KEY ACCOMPLISHMENTS 

• Quadrupled sales and revenue during my 2 years with the company. 

• Reduced customer service issues from over 5% of sales to less than 0.5% of sales.  

• Led a website redesign project which resulted in an increased conversion rate of 1.34 percentage points, an 
increased average order of $1.50 which together drove significant incremental revenue within the first 6 
months (an 800% ROI for the project).  

• Created an on-boarding process that significantly reduced turnover and improved employee satisfaction. 

• Developed standards of excellence for each team which resulted in increased productivity, reduced overhead, 
and greater profitability.  

• Cultivated an outstanding company culture that was regularly noted by team members as their favorite place 
they’ve ever worked. 

Pastor, Sound City Bible Church, Seattle, Washington, January 2015 to March 2017. 

• One of the three founding staff pastors/elders of Sound City Bible Church which was a re-plant of Mars Hill 
Shoreline. Served as the lead for the Community Group ministry which provides the bulk of the care and 
discipleship for the church.  Led many of the business operations, developed systems and processes to 
support our staff and volunteers, implemented new software and services, as well as planned and executed 
many of our programs, events, and communications. 

KEY ACCOMPLISHMENTS 

• Grew Community Groups by 123% from 2015 to 2016.  

• Established our first fiscal budget (approximately $800,000 and worked with the Financial Accountability 
Team to develop our second fiscal budget (approximately $1.3 mil.).  

• Led the task force that revamped our kids ministry curriculum and training program which in turn vastly 
improving the kids ministry program and led to greater volunteer participation.  

• Established key operational frameworks including implementation of church management software, 
onboarding for accounting services, and volunteer recruiting and training systems and procedures.  

Account Manager, Mars Hill, Seattle, Washington, 2013 to 2014      

• Developed and led a team that served as advocates for Local Churches and Ministry Leaders at Mars Hill (then 
15 churches strong across 4 states). Dramatically improved the relationship between the central support staff 
and the local churches in a short time as well as making dramatic improvement in the intake, processing, and 
execution of projects for the local churches and ministry teams.  

• Established and developed the necessary systems and frameworks to provide support and advocacy for the 15 
churches in the Mars Hill family of churches which included: Managing all inbound media and communication 
requests through to completion. Managing all outbound campaigns. Partnering with local churches to develop 
ministry proposals. Escalating local church needs through the proper channels to ensure they received 
necessary support.  

• Partnered with ministry leads to develop ministry proposals, move them through review to approval, then 
drove the execution to ensure fruitful completion. Projects spanned from development of video curriculum 
with Elyse Fitzpatrick for women’s ministry, to new branding for student ministry, to curriculum development 
for kids ministry, to music videos for the music ministry, and much more.  

KEY ACCOMPLISHMENTS 

• Established communication channels and processes to support the fractured network of churches, creating 
for the first time in years, a true sense of oneness across the Mars Hill family of churches.  



• Established systems to take incoming requests from 15 different churches, turned those into clear executable 
projects, and returned all necessary deliverables on time. As a result, I was able to train account managers 
and, together, we processed an enormous volume of projects, providing desperately needed support for our 
network of churches.  

• Dramatically improved the culture and unity of the central support teams through hosting weekly breakfasts 
and occasional surprise events, breaking down silos and fostering greater unity among the staff.  

Account Supervisor, Wunderman, Seattle, Washington, 2007 - 2011  

• Repeatedly the ‘go to guy’ for leading clients and internal teams through complex and challenging situations to 
ensure best in class results for our clients. As noted by Kass Sells, Managing Director, Wunderman Seattle; 
“Travis is a rising RM account star. He is smart and hardworking, with great common sense, good business-
wise, and fights for great work and he makes a positive impact to his client's business, his agency's operations 
and to the people he works with every day. Travis is a strong performer with an even greater upside.” Serving 
as both key client interface and internal program manager on countless integrated campaigns to ensure quality 
work, on time, on budget that met and exceeded client expectations.  

• Expedia - Served as the lead interface for Expedia’s redesign of their global email templates. Driven by heavy 
strategic and creative teamwork, my team reduced the email variations from hundreds of poorly aligned 
emails to a set of under a dozen templates with exchangeable template blocks providing brand unity and 
incredible diversity to meet Expedia’s email needs both in the US and abroad. 

• Microsoft Advertising - Leveraged customer data to drive an effective multi-touch direct mail campaign 
focused on driving sales among advertisers engaged in multiple ad platforms but not utilizing the full value of 
adCenter and the Yahoo! Bing network.  Responsibilities include driving the development of the brand 
guidance formation coming out of the partnership with Crispin Porter + Bogusky and Wunderman’s efforts to 
develop a brand that worked across all marketing communications.  

• Microsoft Hardware - Developed and implemented a multi-touch lifecycle email strategy to position Microsoft 
Hardware as the authority on hardware to keep them ‘top of mind’ when time for customers to procure new 
devices.  

• Windows Phone - Successfully facilitated the transformation of the Above the Line (advertising) campaign into 
Below the Line (direct marketing) campaign for the promotion of the Windows Phone 7. 

• Server and Tools - Deployed campaigns globally, including campaigns for S&T, DPE, and other Microsoft 
business groups.   

• Global Coordination - Noted as an “all-round project/account manager with a knowledge of all crucial aspects 
of the relationship marketing business” as quote by Jessica Wawoe, Global Account Director. Helped establish 
network communication channels and assisted in the deployment of countless campaigns across the globe 
including gathering reporting metrics and creative samples from the Europe, Middle East, Asia, Latin 
American, and Asia Pacific regions on the back end to drive global learning and campaign improvements.   

Senior Regional Manager, Primerica Financial Services, Texas and Washington, 2001 to present.  

• Starting as an entry level Representative, I quickly climbed to Senior Regional Manager by successfully 
recruiting, training, and developing independent representatives to expand company distribution while also 
growing and maintaining my personal client base. I currently have active agents in Texas and a steadily 
growing investment portfolio including clients across Texas and Washington.  

• Office of Supervisory Jurisdiction (OSJ) Coordinator - From 2001 - 2006 I successfully supervised over 20 
offices in 5 states to ensure that compliance & regulatory requirements were followed. I monitored 
performance & production trends of those offices and coordinated strategic responses to any deficiencies.   

EDUCATION 

B.A., Business Management, Auburn University, Auburn, Alabama. Graduated in the Spring of  2000. 
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